Index

Adapted, to a filtration, 2
Admissibility, 11
Arbitrage, 52
  instantaneous, 65
  relative, 94
Assets, 9
Azéma-Yor transform, 191

Balance, perfect, 84
Bankruptcy, 61
Baseline, 16, 22
Bessel process, 45, 56, 117, 167
Bipolar, 257
Black-Scholes model, 129
Bond market, 243
Boundedness
  in probability, 54, 254
  local, 5

Capital Asset Pricing Model, 87
Capital withdrawal, 13
Capitalization, 9
Clock
  internal consumption, 148
  operational, 4, 44
  opportunity, 61, 72
Complementarity, 168
Complementary slackness, 155
Concatenation, 55
Concave
  bi-conjugacy, 154, 265
  conjugate, 152, 265
  optimization, 264
Consumption, 13
Contingent claim
  American, 134
  European, 127
  replicable, 141
Convex compactness, 252
Covariation, 3
  relative, 25

Deflator
  local martingale, 55, 237
  supermartingale, 175
Diffusions, 130
Discounting, 15
Doob-Meyer decomposition, 67, 247
  multiplicative, 161
Doubling strategy, 11
Drawdown, 190
  constraint, 193
  relative, 191
Drift, 4

Endowment, 156
Equivalent local martingale measure,
  74, 171
Evaluation functional, 287
Evanesence, 2

Föllmer measure, 167
Fenchel duality, 264
Filtration, 2
  continuous, 103
  initial enlargement, 73
Financing, 14
capital, 51

duality, 109, 242

minimal, 110

Finite intersection property, 252

Forward convex convergence, 254

Forward rates, 243

Functional generation, 30

additive, 172

Fund

mutual, 68, 92, 196

of funds, 21, 92

Growth

cumulative, 10

excess, 21

explosive, 62

locally finite, 50

long-term, 68

maximal, 50

optimality, 66

rates, 10

relative, 66

robust maximization of, 78

Heath-Jarrow Morton framework, 243

Hedge, 128

minimal, 128

Hedging capital, 128

Impatience rate, 150

Inada conditions, 150, 267

Investment, 10

drawdown-constrained, 190

proportional, 16

pure, 149, 170

strategy, 10

Itô

isometry, 233

process, 61, 144

Kernel

aggregate stochastic, 218

reproducing Hilbert space, 284

stochastic, 224

Kunita-Watanabe

decomposition, 103, 147

inequality, 61

Liability stream, 51

Local martingale, 3

strict, 47

Log-optimality, 162

relative, 69

Market

complete, 141

diversity, 29

portfolio, 22

price of risk, 79

weights, 22

Markowitz mean/variance portfolio

optimization, 67

Martingale representation property, 146

Maturity, 127, 134

Maximality, 168

Measurable selection, 215

Merton, 94, 129

Minkowski functional, 259

Model-consistent probabilities, 111

Money market, 10

Null integrand, 7

Numéraire, 16

change of, 26

invariance, 26, 52

local martingale, 43

supermartingale, 43

Optional

decomposition, 101, 241

process, 3

Options

call and put, 128

exchange, 137

Outperformance, 34, 45, 170

Parity, 133, 137

Portfolio, 18

constraints, 19, 47

local variance, 67

equal-weighted, 18

long-only, 19

stock, 19

universal, 19

Predictability, 2

rcll paths, 8, 120

Reaching a goal, 72

Regularization, 176

Replicability, 141

Representation pair, canonical, 158

Returns

cumulative, 9

mean rates of, 10

estimation, 90

Risk aversion, relative, 155
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